Manifesto

I, Udal kumar Khatik (180110091) if elected as the Speaking arts Secretary, plan to do the following this:

As the Speaking Arts Secretary:

**My Initiatives:**

To improve the Speaking culture of the hostel

- Encourage a community culture among the enthusiasts and encourage them to participate in the events and competitions.
- Provide the interested people a platform to enhance their skills with the help of the seniors.
- Will post the best article on the whatsapp group according to their convenience.
- Increasing participation in Gcs especially in the new event (Standup comedy) by creating personalised invitations for events; people are often moved by special invitations.

To enhance participation in GC’s

- A database of the Thirdies and Sophies who have performed well in previous GC’s
- Ensure that all the 4 speaking arts G.C’s (Kavyasandhya, Hindi debate, English Debate, MUN) are publicized and informed about well in advance
- Fortnightly activities on the Facebook groups like Quizzes and Story writing to keep the group lively along with that some prizes for the first three prize holders
- Practice sessions before every GC on an online platform so that more people can participate in the GC
- Generous rewards for GC winners for the sake of incentives

**Duties:**

As a Speaking Arts Secretary:

- To improve the overall hostel performance in the GC’s
- To cultivate enough motivation among hostellers regarding literature reading/speaking and eventually, bringing out the best out of them
- To ensure that no speaking enthusiast is left unsatisfied in terms of participation,
- Mentorship (for freshmen) or opportunities to represent the hostel in any GC

As a council member:
• Help every council member for smooth execution of their respective G.C’s and events.
• Maintain and enhance the cultural database of the hostel.
• Help organizing events in the hostel like hostel fest, gala dinner, PAF etc.